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Abstract 
The mbed Client implements a subset of mbed OS functionality and is optimized for constrained networks and devices; it 

uses the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP / RFC 7252), which is tailored for energy-aware communication on low 

memory devices like Microcontrollers. 

While the mbed Client is designed for a wide range of platforms like Linux and various RTOSes with network stacks, this 

application notes focusses on the port for CMSIS-RTOS RTX and MDK Middleware. The application note will guide you 

through the process of setup and creation of a project and a first simple test of your application against the mbed 

Connector service. 
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Environment Setup 
Make sure that you have a valid MDK-Professional license (obtain a free 7-day trial license here: 

www.keil.com/mdk5/activation/) and that the following Software Packs (or latest) are installed on your local machine: 

 Keil::MDK-Middleware (version 7.1.0 or above) 

 ARM::mbedClient (version 1.1.0 or above) 

 ARM::mbedTLS (version 1.1.0 or above) 

 ARM::minar 

Application 

CMSIS-RTOS/RTX MDK Middleware TCP/IP 

Stack 

TLS Library 

Protocol Implementations: LWM2M, CoAP, HTTP, .... 

mbed Connector Service Support 

mbed Services Client Library C++ API 

http://www.keil.com/mdk5/activation/
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Start a new project 
 

Create an uVision project as explained here: https://armkeil.blob.core.windows.net/product/mdk5-getting-started.pdf 

 

Select Components 
In the Manage Run-Time Environment window select the following components. 

Select the bold components below and use the Resolve button to automatically resolve dependencies. 

 

http://www.keil.com/pack/Keil.MDK-Middleware.7.1.0.pack 

 Component: CORE Variant: IPv4/IPv6 Release Version: 7.1.0 

 Component: UDP Version: 7.1.0 

 Component: BSD Version: 7.1.0 

 Component: ETH Version: 7.1.0 

 Component: TCP Version: 7.1.0 

 Component: DNS Client Version: 7.1.0 

 

http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.mbedClient.1.1.0.pack 

 Component: mbed Client Version: 1.1.0 

 

http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.mbedTLS.1.1.0.pack 

 Component: mbed TLS Version: 2.2.1 

 

http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.CMSIS.5.0.0.pack 

 Component: Keil RTX Version: 4.81.0 

 Component: CORE Version: 5.0.0 

 

http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.minar.1.0.0.pack 

 Component: minar Variant: CMSIS RTOS RTX Version: 1.0.0 

 Component: RTOS Version: 1.0 

 

To run the software stack on your specific device you also require a device family pack (DFP) with at least the following 

components: 

 Device Startup 

Optionally to operate on an Ethernet physical interface: 

 CMSIS-DRIVER Ethernet MAC  

 CMSIS-DRIVER Ethernet PHY  

 

Configuration of the above components is explained in the following chapter. 

  

https://armkeil.blob.core.windows.net/product/mdk5-getting-started.pdf
http://www.keil.com/pack/Keil.MDK-Middleware.7.1.0.pack
http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.mbedClient.1.1.0.pack
http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.mbedTLS.1.1.0.pack
http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.CMSIS.5.0.0.pack
http://www.keil.com/pack/ARM.minar.1.0.0.pack
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Configure Components 

startup_*.s – The Startup File  

Symbol Value 

Heap_Size +0x20000   

 

Increase the size to 128kBytes (0x20000). If your application requires additional heap space make sure to allocate 

this in addition.  In some cases the heap allocation is not configured in the startup code. E.g. nxp Kinetis devices 

configure stack and heap resources in an additional scatter loader description. Make sure to reflect the settings 

there. 

Net_Config_UDP.c – The UDP Socket Configuration 

Symbol Value 

UDP_NUM_SOCKS +1 (at least 6 total)  

 

If your application requires additional UDP Sockets for other communication channels make sure to reserve these 

in addition. 

 

The following configurations are derived from the test application discussed in the next chapter. These can vary depending 

on the application created.  

RTX_Conf_CM.c – The RTX Kernel Configuration 

Symbol Value 

OS_TASKCNT +1 (at least 6 total) 

OS_STKSIZE 128 

OS_MAINSTKSIZE 256 

OS_PRIVCNT 3 

OS_PRIVSTKSIZE 512 

OS_CLOCK your systems core frequency 

OS_TIMERSTKSZ 1024 

OS_TIMERCBQS 32 

 

The Stack Usage Watermark feature helps to analyze the real stack usage of a system at run-time.  

Learn how to configure and use it here: http://www.keil.com/support/docs/3719.htm 

http://www.keil.com/support/docs/3719.htm
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Net_Config.c – The Generic Network Configuration 

Symbol Value 

NET_HOST_NAME A unique name for your system 

 

This setting is optional as it is not required to communicate with the cloud service. Nevertheless this is helpful if 

you need to access the system on a local network for diagnostic reasons or other network services. 

Net_Config_ETH.c – The Ethernet Configuration 

Symbol Value 

ETHx_MAC_ADDR A unique physical address for ethernet 

 

When you operate multiple nodes on a Ethernet segment this address needs to be unique for each of the nodes. 

Otherwise network collisions will lead to malfunction of the network stack. 

mbedTLS_config.c – The TLS layer configuration 

The mbedTLS configuration file mainly configures which features are included at compile-time using #defines. For 

simplicity a pre-configured file is part of this application note. Override the content of the configuration file added 

to the project by the component with this pre-configured file. 

Create a Test application 
Along with this application note you will find a zip archive with some example source code. Unzip the source to your 

project folder and add the files main.cpp and time.c to your project.  

 

 

Create a developer account on https://connector.mbed.com and retrieve the security credentials for your device.  

 

The security credentials will be displayed in a file called security.h. Copy and Paste these from the website into the template 

file that is supplied along with the demo source code of this application note.  

 

https://connector.mbed.com/
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Configure the HAL of your device 
This application note will not specifically explain how to configure the peripherals, pins and clock tree of your specific target 

device. A very quick approach is to duplicate the settings from an existing network example project. You will find these 

examples by selecting your device in the PackInstaller. Look for the BSD_Server or HTTP_Server example: 

 

e.g. BSD Server Example – preconfigured for the Keil MCB1800 board 

 

The settings you need are typically stored in a file called RTE_Device.h in the Device component section. Copy the content 

of these file to the RTE_Device.h in your project.  

Additionally you have to make sure that possible initializations of a driver or HAL library are done as required. Remember 

that the demo provided is a C++ module.  

 

Hint: If you refer to an external C function like hardware_init(), HAL_Init(), etc you need to add “C” to the extern 

declaration. This will prevent C++ name mangling and the linker will operate correctly. 

 

Example: extern "C" void hardware_init(void); 

 

Your application should now be good to build and run. 

Using the Connector Service 
The following is only a brief reference to help you test the demo application. For more information on the mbed Device 

Connector REST API, see help on the connector pages. 

1. Go to https://connector.mbed.com 

2. Log in using your mbed account. 

3. Go to My devices - Connected devices to see your registered mbed Client example device. 

You can send a CoAP request to the mbed Client device with the mbed Device Connector API. To do that: 

1. Go to mbed Device Connector - API Console. 

2. Click the URL to create a request. For example: 

https://api.connector.mbed.com/endpoints/<MBED_ENDPOINT_NAME>/Test/0/S creates a GET 

request to the static/Test/0/S resource. 

/Test/0/D represents the dynamic resource that the mbed DS can read. The example program increments the resource's 

value whenever a button is pressed. The value starts from zero and the increments are steps of one. 

/Test/0/S represents the static resource that has a fixed value in the mbed Client. 

 

The mbed Client is a very feature rich product. The application created above provides a good platform to explore and 

evaluate these features. Refer to https://docs.mbed.com/docs/mbed-client-guide/en/latest/ for detailed documentation and 

training material. 

https://connector.mbed.com/
https://docs.mbed.com/docs/mbed-client-guide/en/latest/

